Machine Learning-based Model to Predict Student's success in Higher Education
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Abstract. Predictions are always helpful for making decisions. Students are the future of the world. Higher Education Institutions (HEI’s) in developing countries cannot apply similar strategies to all the students. Academic achievement plays a crucial role in the academic system because it is often utilized for the educational establishment quality. Early identification of at-risk educators and prevention strategies can significantly improve their chances of succeeding. Education is affected by different environments, family backgrounds, social and personal responsibilities. In this research article student’s performance is measured based on various parameters using Random Forest, Naive Bayes and K* method. Experimental analysis shows the strengthening of the random forest method over K* and Naive Bayes method.
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1 Introduction

Human has been learning since the time of nature's evolution. After, the development of civilization, many developments happened. All these developments could be possible with the learning methods. If the education system is compared with the ancient time, anyone can see the development in the human being. Even with the revolution of Internet and Web, every area of society, education, business, agriculture is affected.

After the success of the Internet and Web, the revolution of smartphones changed everything. Before smartphones, only professionals and educated people were able to use the Internet. However, with smartphones, everyone, whether he/she is child/young/aged/senior citizen or educated/illiterate are using the Internet. Information, communication is just far from a single finger touch. Even the cities, transport, shopping, kitchen are also becoming smarter [1],[2].

This revolution has also affected the education system. The learning pattern for the students and the teaching methodologies of teachers are also upgraded with the revolution of technology. The Student's success is depend on various aspects, e.g., geographical area, family background, poverty, education of parents, level of school, gender, mode of education.
In India, the aspects mentioned earlier plays a vital role in education. India is a big country that is divided into different geographical areas. Furthermore, the schooling facilities are also different. Family background in the overall growth of student also matters. Money is another essential requirement in studies. It can be seen in developing countries like India, that the poor parents are unable to pay school fees and the children have to leave schooling to earn. The educated parents can guide and help their children in their studies. Whereas, illiterate parents can’t guide properly about education to their children, it is difficult to guide them for further studies. Moreover, in the absence of proper guidance, the children cannot get proper directions. Further, the level of school and teachers also affect the growth of the students. The school environment, well-educated teachers, proper laboratories, curriculum and extra-curricular are too helpful for the overall growth of the students. However, in its absence, the overall growth of students may affect.

In India, the gender of the children also matters in their growth. Many parents do not want to educate their daughters either their daughters have good calibre after schooling or they have enough money to educate. After COVID-19, the model of education is changed. Teaching and learning methodology converted from physical classes to online classes. Developing countries like India do not have enough resources for online classes. Government is also providing various facilities to the people related to education system to overcome all the aspects e.g., no fees in Government school, mid-day-meal program, beti-bachao beti-padhao, education loan etc. But, these all points directly or indirectly affect the growth of students.

The important reason of unsuccessful students is lack of prediction about students. Generally, the schools, HEI's doesn't bother to know about the background of the students. Rather, if the Student's information is gathered earlier then the HEI's can plan the proper strategies for the overall growth of the students. Big Data Analytics, AI and Machine Learning techniques are playing a vital role to predict the future of the students. Which can help the HEI's to take further decisions and actions for needy students. In this work student's performance is analyzed on the basis of their placements.

2 Literature Review
Since the development of human the learning process is going on. Learning is endless and continuous research is going on to make it more efficient. Predictions are playing good role in the development. In this section research work done by numerous researchers is discussed.

The authors [3] focus on profiling of the students and also focused on both online and off line education. They focused on their behaviours during their online and offline classes. According to authors [4] the main characteristics of students are behaviour, unique identity and academic records. Two data sets are used on different classifications to verify their results. And, the authors found the best results with decision tree.

The authors [4] focused on the overall success of students. According to authors [4], for the success of students various higher education Institutions apply different strategies. And, to apply these strategies a good prediction is most important. And, with the development of Big Data, AI and ML, prediction became easy. In their work the authors [4] proposed automated machine learning technique to predict the Student's performance.

According to authors in [5],[6], the academic Institution's success depends on the success of the students. If the students are not successful then the Institution's admission may decrease.

By authors [3],[7], the students could be more successful if their drawbacks, risks problems can be detected earlier. Once the different risks are identified their solutions could be found on time
and ML techniques are useful to detect early risks. In their study, the author [5] insist on Education Data Mining (EDM) [1],[8]technique for prediction. Authors in[6] focused on small datasets. Key Indicators were used for small datasets to create prediction model. The authors [6] used datasets on various ML algorithms and they found better results using support vector machine and learning discriminant analysis algorithms. Authors in[9],[10], [11] focused on artificial and ML technologies. According to them, these techniques have changed the world with the help of predictions. Also, these techniques made the education system more transparent, intelligent and more efficient. Different classification methods were applied on different datasets to predict to success of the students.

The authors in [12], [13], [14], [15] focused on internal assessment and Cumulative Grade Points Average (CGPA) to predict the performance of students. The authors [12], [13] presented that the grad points are more important to predict Student’s future regarding placement, area of interest and future opportunities. In their study the authors [13]applied dataset on neural network and decision trees to prove their study. Age, disability, family background, gender geographical location and other achievements of students are considered as main attributes by researchers[15], [16], [17]in their study. The selected attributes plays an important role in teaching and learning process of one’s life.

The authors in [16], [17], [18], [19] focused on the gender of the students. According to [16], [17], [18], [19] male students are not more education centric and hardworking than female. The authors in [20], [21] also selected other attributes of one’s life e.g. behaviour in school, social responsibilities and life, participation in other activities e.g. sports, cultural, competitions etc.

The authors [22] categorized the students in slow, medium and advance learners. According to authors [22], different strategy need to apply on different kind of students. Some special classes, motivational talks and counselling should be given to slow learners, counselling and motivation should be applied on medium learners whereas some special talks on advance technology and motivation should be applied with some appreciation. So that other students could set their goal. Further, classification techniques of ML were applied on their dataset to show the results. In Table 1 comparative analysis of key methods, softwares and the parameters used by renowned researchers are discussed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Key Methods</th>
<th>Key parameters, Results</th>
<th>Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>J 48, SCM</td>
<td>Precision, Accuracy, Recall, F-measure</td>
<td>WEKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>ID3, KNN</td>
<td>Precision, Accuracy, Recall</td>
<td>Rapid-Miner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>PNN, NB</td>
<td>Precision, Accuracy, Recall</td>
<td>WEKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>LR, NB</td>
<td>Precision, Accuracy, Recall</td>
<td>WEKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>RF, J-48</td>
<td>Precision, Accuracy, Recall</td>
<td>WEKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>NB, SVM</td>
<td>Precision, Accuracy, Recall</td>
<td>Rapid-Miner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Ensemble Methods</td>
<td>Precision, Accuracy, Recall, F-measure</td>
<td>WEKA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Methodologies

In the previous section, it can be seen that various researchers discussed about the success of the students. Different researchers focused on different attributes to predict the future of the students. The main aim of study is to recognise the weak areas of the students before time so that a HEI's can apply their strategic plan on time. It will be also helpful to identify the dropout students.

Datasets are collected from Kaggle [23], [24], [25] for this study. Information of 215 students with 15 attributes (Figure 1) are consisted in this dataset. The values of dataset e.g., no of instances, minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation values are depicted in Figure 2. This dataset is applied on Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) version 3.8.5 for results.

![Fig. 1. All attributes in dataset](image)

The above discussed dataset is applied on the following classifiers.

A. **Naïve Bayes** Naïve Bayes is powerful and simple algorithm used to prediction which is appropriate for multiclass and binary classification. In this classification algorithm class selection is done on the basis of probability. Considered class should have highest probability. This classifier model assumes each variable as an independent variable. Naïve Bayes is very effective on complex and large range of problems. The above discussed dataset is applied on Naïve Bayes.

B. **K* It** is a heuristic Search Algorithm and used to find k shortest paths. K* algorithm is improved from its conventional algorithms. As the K* can be guided with heuristic algorithms and works on the fly so it provides better results than the conventional algorithm.

C. **Random forest** A random forest (RF) is a type of machine learning which's utilized to overcome classification and regression challenges. It implements ensemble techniques that
are a technology that integrates numerous classification models to deliver alternatives to complicated complications. A random forest classifier contains of several decision trees.

4 Results and Discussion

This investigation discussed the possibility of forecasting university students' performance the premise of various input factors extracted in Higher education institutions. The methodology was built utilizing supervised machine learning techniques (Naive Bayes, Random Forest and K*, and also the comparison is made. The results are discussed in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K*</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An experimental result shows Precision value 0.891, Recall 0.921, TP 0.787 FP 0.139 for Random forest. Naive Bayes shows, Precision value 0.812, Recall 0.845, TP 0.767 and FP 0.259
and K* method shows Precision 0.787, Recall 0.814, TP 0.731 and FP 0.524. An experimental analysis clearly indicates that Random Forest classifiers performs outstanding in terms of Precision, Recall, TP and FP as compared to Naive Bayes and K* Classifiers.

![Experimental Results comparison](image)

### 5 Conclusions

Students are the future of the country and society. The success of the student’s directly or indirectly impact on the country, society and HEI’s. The successful students can improve the economy of country and different rankings of the HEI’s also depend on the successful students. In this study, the different parameters for overall growth of the students are discussed. And, the similar dataset is applied on three methods named as NaiveBayes, Random Forest and K*. The better results are achieved with random forest method. It can be conclude that the early prediction of the students success can provide better results.
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